NEW! McKinsey’s APD Diversity Impact Award
At McKinsey you don’t just come to work, you come to change: to change a client’s perspective on a challenging issue, to change your growing capabilities into expertise, and to change the world around you. We believe that a diverse, inclusive culture enriches creativity, innovation, and problem-solving abilities. With the APD Diversity Impact Award, we celebrate and support diverse candidates like you who strive to meaningfully change the world. Award recipients will receive a financial award to celebrate the impact they are having during graduate school and/or plan to have during their summer employment, volunteer work, or research in business or the public sector. McKinsey will select award winners to receive:

- A $1,500 merit scholarship
- A McKinsey mentor and an ongoing connection to the McKinsey community
- A guaranteed invitation to interview with us

*Deadline: January 22, 2018*

NEW! George Lurcy Fellowship (for study in France)
This fellowship is open to graduate students who expect to be enrolled next year and whose research requires a year in France. The amount of the fellowship stipend is currently $25,000. The Graduate School may nominate one well-qualified student to the fellowship sponsors. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. The student will be chosen without preference as to field of study or department, provided that the subject matter is uniquely French and requires study in France for an academic year. The program strongly encourages applicants whose research has contemporary relevance in French political, legal and social issues.

*Deadline: January 16, 2018*

NEW! AFRL Repperger Research Internship Program
The U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) is currently accepting applications for the Repperger Research Internship Program. This civilian research opportunity is a 10-week summer program intended for MS/PhD candidates pursuing degrees in STEM. To qualify, applicants must be pursuing their Master or PhD, have a minimal 3.2 GPA in a STEM discipline and be a U.S. citizen. Selected participants will receive a $12,000 stipend for their participation in the internship which runs from June 4- August 10, 2018.

*Deadline: January 21, 2018*

NEW! Boren Fellowships
Boren Fellowships, an initiative of the National Security Education Program, provide unique funding opportunities for U.S. graduate students to study less commonly taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests, and underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. The countries of Western Europe, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand are excluded. Boren Fellows represent a vital pool of highly motivated individuals who wish to work in the federal national
security arena. In exchange for funding, Boren Fellows commit to working in the federal government for at least one year after graduation.
*Deadline: January 31, 2018*

**NEW! Josephine De Karman Fellowships**
De Karman fellowships are open to students in any discipline, including international students, who are currently enrolled at a university within the U.S. Only candidates for the Ph.D. who will defend their dissertation in or about June 2019 are eligible for consideration for a 2018-19 fellowship. Special consideration will be given to applicants in the Humanities. To be competitive, graduate applicants should have outstanding letters of recommendation, significant publications, and have completed several chapters of the dissertation at the time of application.
*Deadline: January 31, 2018*

**NEW! Quin Morton Teaching Fellows, Princeton Writing Program, 2018-19**
Princeton graduate students who will be in Dissertation Completion Enrollment (DCE) status in 2018-19 are invited to apply for one-year positions as Quin Morton Teaching Fellows. Quin Morton Teaching Fellows teach one topic-based, multidisciplinary Writing Seminar of their own design each semester and participate in an intensive faculty development program, which includes meetings and workshops on seminar design and writing pedagogy. Teaching Fellows are paid at the salary for half-time lecturers without the Ph.D. (a minimum of $31,100), receive full DCE tuition and Student Health Plan coverage, and enjoy all the benefits of fully enrolled graduate students.
*Deadline: February 5, 2018*

**Princeton Histories Fund**
To support the exploration of “aspects of Princeton’s history that have been forgotten, overlooked, subordinated, or suppressed” and to encourage a deeper and more nuanced engagement with our institutional history. Funding of up to $10,000 available to graduate students.
*Deadline: February 5, 2018*

**Professional Development Travel Funds**
The Graduate School provides support to enrolled students attending professional development workshops or programs of professional interest. Maximum of $500 in any given academic year.
[http://gradschool.princeton.edu/professional-development](http://gradschool.princeton.edu/professional-development)
*Contact Assistant Dean Amy Pszczolkowski (alp19@princeton.edu) for more information*

**EXTERNAL FELLOWSHIPS AND FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES**
NEW! Dolores Zohrab Liebmann Fellowship
The purpose of this fellowship is to fund advanced education and graduate study which must be carried out in the U.S. The fellowships are only for candidates who can demonstrate financial need, have an outstanding undergraduate record and are a U.S. citizen. Students who receive full funding from their program are not eligible. The fellowship covers tuition costs and provides an $18,000 annual stipend. Eligible students should contact Elaine Willey for an application. 
Deadline: January 12, 2018

NEW! DOE Computational Science Graduate Fellowship (DOE CSGF) for first year graduate students. This fellowship is open to U.S. citizens or permanent resident aliens and provides four years of support with an annual stipend of $36,000 (with renewal each summer). Deadline: January 17, 2018

PAST OPPORTUNITIES

Creative Quantitative Research Projects in Education
The Woodrow Wilson School's Overdeck Fund will award up to $500,000 to Princeton faculty and students for innovative research projects focused on education that involve quantitative data analysis. 
Check back for AY 18/19 deadlines.

Dean’s Fund for Scholarly Travel
The Dean’s Fund for Scholarly Travel is available to doctoral students in years G3 through and including DCE-1 who have been invited to present a scholarly paper at a conference or meeting. Maximum of $600 in any given academic year. 
Check back for future deadlines.

Campus Conversations on Identities
Campus Conversations on Identities was created to support public programming about identity and difference. For more information and to apply for funding for your event see: Deadlines vary.

International Dissertation Research Fellowship
The Mellon International Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF) offers nine to twelve months of support to graduate students in the humanities and humanistic social sciences who are conducting dissertation research on non-US topics. 
Deadline: November 7, 2017. Check back for AY 18/19 opportunities.

Fellowships from the American Association of University Women
Fellowships support female scholars who are completing dissertations, planning research leave from accredited institutions, or preparing research for publication. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Candidates are evaluated on the basis of scholarly excellence; quality and originality of project design; and active commitment to helping women and girls. Details at:

*Check back for AY 18/19 opportunities.*

**Minority Postdoc**
Fantastic resource outlining numerous postdoctoral opportunities for minority scholars. Especially useful for students near the end of their graduate program. Deadlines vary, mostly in October to December.

**Ford Foundation Fellowships**
The Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of the nation's college and university faculties and to increase the number of professors who can and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students. Details available on this website.

*Predoctoral Fellowship deadline: December 14, 2017 (5:00 PM EST);*

*Dissertation Completion Fellowship deadline: December 7, 2017 (5:00 PM EST);*

*Postdoctoral Fellowship: December 7, 2017 (5:00 PM EST)*

*For additional resources, visit PIVOT and login with your Princeton credentials. Establish a profile based on research, academic, or philanthropic interests and receive regular updates about correlating opportunities. For more information, visit [https://www.princeton.edu/orpa/finding-funding/pivot/](https://www.princeton.edu/orpa/finding-funding/pivot/).*